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UNTITLED

BY: SYLVESTER

Street's crazy when people's hoods die down
Young ones go to jail
They said if you don't pray you will go to hell
Look at me I'm locked up in a detention cell
Just waiting for the judge to sentence me or lower my bail
Junk stressful being around men all day
9:00 I go into room A or B where it's four walls
I'm a young kid and best believe I done seen it all
Done smoked weed, sold a lil' drugs
Me being in here,
I miss my Mama's love
When I was 13, I thought I was a thug
My Dad never whipped me till he seen blood
I cried, cried my eyes out
I feel sorry for people behind bars
That are never getting out
I'm a young kid, but I never let my pain out
Me and my boys just smoke a lot of weed and hang out
We used to rob people and tell them to empty their change out
My boys scared to pull all their pain out
They think they too hood to go to school
Throw away the drugs and the big jewels
I wish I was home to eat some real soul food
My Life

By: Anthony

Life is real crazy
Kids gettin' killed and 13 year old girls havin' babies
When I hear about young people dyin', that stuff doesn't phase me
What am I supposed to say?
That stuff amazes me, nah
My mom always told me to go to school
But my hard headed self went skippin' with the older dudes
Even though I love my mother to death

Every time I see her cry, it feels like I got a big hole in my chest
When I think about my family
I put the hood to the side
Cause it's not for me
Got to stay in school and stop screwin' the 4-0
I used to rob people when I didn't have money
And the stupid thing is, I did it because I was hungry
Thought it was cool, rollin' dice
Then I had to chill and do right
But this is all about my life.
There Should Be No Separation

By: Alec

Discrimination, Segregation, Separation
All under one nation
How do you live under one flag,
Have the same education
But still are separated
People think just because you're white
There's no separation
Even though the day of civil rights may be over
We still have our own fights
Why do people think we're different
We're not at all different
Just because we're different shades
Doesn't mean anything
I came here and had a general outlook on kids from the hood
But what I realized is
They're no different from me and you
So why do y'all think they're so different
We're not
And if you do
Then shame on you
Just shame on you
**GIRLS**

**BY: LESLIE**

I WANT 'EM  
I NEED 'EM  
THEY'RE FUN  
THEY'RE DIFFERENT  
THEIR BODY IS DIFFERENT  
I LIKE THEIR SHAPE  
THEIR BEAUTY  
THEIR EDUCATION  
I LIKE THEIR HAIR DONE  
AND CLOTHES NAME BRAND  
BUT WHAT I LIKE MOST  
IS STAYING THE NIGHT WITH THEM  
KNOWING THAT IT WILL BE FUN  
THE NEXT DAY I GO HOME.  
EAT, AND GO TO SLEEP.  
WAITING FOR ANOTHER NIGHT
The System
by: Lonnie

I'm tired of the system
I want to get out of the system
The system is broken
It's not a place to be
The walls are white
And the food is garbage
I can't sleep at night
Because I miss my family
My back is hurting
My mind is racing
My pride is getting to me
And no one will leave me alone
Shut up, get out of my face
by: Dewayne

Counselors, shut up
Adults, shut up
You, shut up
Get out of my face

You're in my face to annoy me
You're in my face telling me what to do
All of Hillbrook is in my face
The cops are in my face
Cause you got nothin' else to do

Everybody's in my face
Shut up
Time Going By
By: Alec

Time going by is like waiting for a miracle
Good times go by along with bad
You think about your time as nothing
But when you look back, you wonder
Why did I waste it?
Time is more than you think
Time is anything and everything
ONLY YOU

BY: ALEC

A person can make you feel high
A person can make you feel low
But the only person you can blame is you
How do you become strong,
When you feel so down?
Keep your head up for the moment,
'Cause it may be the only thing you have
School
By: Leslie

I like school because it can get you anywhere in life.
School can also be tough, but not if you listen to the teacher.
I am really good in math and science.
When I go to college, I'm going to play college football.
Football has always been my number one sport.
My dream is to go to the NFL.
LIFE

By: Lonnie

Hard Life
Struggles
Living day to day
Rainy
Foggy
Snowy
Just living
Trying to survive
Anger
By: Lonnie

One More Year
Time is slow
I need to go home
I need to go home
I miss my family
I'm frustrated
I'm angry
I'm lonely
GROWING UP

BY: ANTHONY

My name is Anthony, better known as Amp, and I'm going to tell you about me...
Growing up I had one brother and two sisters. I didn't really see my father that much. He was a bad man, getting into fights, doing drugs... Just doing things he shouldn't have been doing... So that's why I didn't see him. When I turned five, I had a new baby sister. I was the man of the house so I watched over my sister, like I do now. I just kept her out of trouble. When I turned thirteen, my cousin passed away. He was trying a wrestling move and hung himself on accident. My mom made a couple bad choices too. She sold drugs out of the house for extra money to feed me, my sisters and my brother. She went to jail for a little while but she changed and got a job now and we are doing good.
Football
By: Shai

I am a beast
You can't stop me
You're slow, I can see

I'm dancing with my feet
Juking & hitting moves
So fast that I fleet

As you can see
I'm a beast
So give up
Cause I'm undefeated
Fitch Street
By: Shykeem

Yo,
You know my name is Sky
I stay away from that 45
And if you want beef
You need to go to a barbeque
LIFE IN HILLBROOK

BY: LESLIE

I DON'T LIKE HILLBROOK BECAUSE THEY KEEP FEEDING ME THE SAME FOOD. At home, I can eat anything I want to.

I also don't like that we have to wear these raggedy clothes. I'm used to wearing Hollister and Abercrombie & Fitch.
Streets
By: Sylvester

Young kids on the block, flipping pack
But you can’t walk around without that gat.
I’m on the block and the youngest got the gat.
I wish the world was different,
But some are going to rat.
THE BURNER
BY: SYLVESTER

IN THE STREETS YOU GOTTA HAVE A BURNER ON YOU
EVERYWHERE AROUND HERE, GUN SHOTS
AND YOU PRAY TO GOD IT’S NOT YA HOMIE
ALL THESE OLDER DUDES OUT HERE KNOW ME
WHEN I WAS OUT I WAS ALWAYS WALKING WITH AN OLDER HOMIE
I HAD THE NINE TUCK
MY MAN HAD THE BURNER ON HIM
MY NINE WAS TUCKED
12 YEARS OLD LOOKING FOR A STICK UP
THEY ON THE BLOCK TALKING ABOUT
ROLL THE PIFF UP
LIFE IS HARD, IT IS SHOOT OR GET SHOT
NO PEACE IN MY LIFE, BECAUSE OF THE PIECE IN MY LIFE
Hillbrook
By: Jesus

The rooms are cold
The floors are old
The people are cool
But the food is nasty
And that is my poem
WHEN I GO HOME

BY: ANTHONY

WHEN I GO HOME
I AM GUNNA EAT A BIG MEAL
LIKE IT'S THANKSGIVING
AND I'M GUNNA PLAY FOOTBALL WITH MY SISTER
LIKE I USED TO
IT'S LIKE THE OLD DAYS
WHEN I USED TO MY WITH MY COUSIN
AND HANG WITH MY FRIEND
WHEN I GO HOME
Hillbrook

By: Anthony

Hillbrook is a bad place to sleep
It is also a bad place to speak
Because it is hard being in a trapped home without a treat
That's why I sit in my room when I'm bored and make beats
Jesus

By: Jesus

Change my life
Get out, do good
Go to school
Help my family
Get a job
Help others
Missing
By: Shykeem

How is my family doing?
I'm in Hillbrook
I want to know
What's good with my boys?
And I want to know
How is my mom,
My family and my stuff doing?
Surviving
By: Ramsi

Living in the street
Is like living in the creek
Smoking weed gets my brain all cloudy
When I get money
I blow it on the honeys
Cause I'm sweet like honey
School
By: Javon

School is wack
School is crack
My school’s Black
You can get out of my face
Before you get smacked
I’m about to get a stack
After I lay another track
I DON'T LIKE

BY: SHYKEEM

I DON'T LIKE,
WHEN PEOPLE PICK ON ME
OR I WILL WANT TO FIGHT
THAT'S WHY I DON'T PICK ON PEOPLE
I DON'T LIKE,
WHEN PEOPLE TALK ABOUT PEOPLE
THAT'S NOT NICE
TO TALK ON PEOPLE
OR PICK ON THEM
**Basketball**

By: Dewayne

Basketball is my favorite sport
It’s what I like to do with my spare time
Someday, I want to go to the NBA
Just like Lebron James
But better
Or maybe like Kobe Bryant
But when I get out of Hillbrook
I want to play basketball
More than I want to play football
...and go to the NBA
TURNING MY LIFE AROUND

BY: DEONTAE

MY LIFE IS BORING
BECAUSE I AM HERE
A DUMP THAT TURNS YOUR LIFE AROUND
WHEN I GET OUT I’LL BE GOOD
FOR MY WHOLE FAMILY
BASKETBALL AND PEOPLE

By: Leslie

I like basketball because it is a good workout
If you are new in the neighborhood
You could go to the basketball court
Most people meet at basketball courts
By getting pick-up games with random people
Sooner or later, people will get to know you better
I LOVE FOOTBALL

BY: SHYKEEM

I want to go home and play football
And I miss my family, too
And they miss me, too
But real stuff..
I miss playing basketball
But real stuff..
People out there love me
And they want me home
And I could be getting out soon
Hurricane of Life

By: Alec

Life is crazy like a hurricane
Every minute of a hurricane is painful
Just like the struggle through a hurricane
Life is a giant storm
But when you reach the eye,
it's the most beautiful thing you experience
Then the storm comes back again
And you fall down
And get torn apart
But when the storm disappears
You realize what all that fight was for
This is mine, yours, everybody's,
Hurricane of life
School
By: Shykeem

I like it for the education
I like it for the girls
I like it for the teachers
And I like it for the pearls

School is my future
School is my life
School is my favorite
And school is my knife
FAMILY

BY: JESUS

MY BLOOD
MY PEOPLE
MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS
MY GRANDMAS AND GRANDPA
THEY MEAN EVERYTHING TO ME
THEY ARE HAPPY, WHILE I AM SAD
THEY ARE FREE, WHILE I AM LOCKED UP
THEY ARE THE PUZZLE, AND I AM THE PIECE
UNTIL WE ARE TOGETHER, WE WILL BE INCOMPLETE
Woody

By: Christopher (STK Staff)

When I walk down the hall and
you hear the jingle of my keys
I notice you praying on your knees
sighing, as you take a deep breath
another friend sadly shot to death
sometimes I see the sadness in your eyes
that your hood has never allowed you to cry
through our talks, I feel you want to change
sadly, you will end up on a shirt
if you stay the same
cherish your youth, it’s okay to be a child
look in the mirror and change your lifestyle
seven months, you will be back in the street
a story of success, not defeat
Reason

By: Sha'Keith

Everything happens for a reason.
When someone gets shot,
it happens for a reason.
When you get locked up,
it happens for a reason.
When you get into a fight,
it is for a reason.
When you go in front of a judge,
it happens for a reason.
When my mom comes to see me,
every Wednesday and Sunday,
it's for a reason.
Tough Times
By: Sha'Keith

Tough times don't last long
Tough guys do
When tough times come beyond you
You're stuck with the people that's close to you
Tough times make you the person you are
Tough times are not when you brake in a car
Tough times are when things hurt you and not leave a scar
Dying Before His Time
By: Shykeem

Mook is cousin
He's gone now
He got killed
The shot was not meant for him
When I heard that, I was mad
I'm missing him now. More than ever
There isn't a day that goes by that I don't want him back
Bullets fly, funeral ride
23 years old is too young to die
When I found out you passed
I thought it was a lie
Uncle Scoob broke the sad, sad news that night
You being dead just isn't right
I remember riding in the green car
You made me feel like a superstar

R.I.P. Mook
Hillbrook

Incarcerated
Locked
Lonely
Bored
Real
Observed

By: Quinton
HATIN

BY: DREQUAN & STEPHEN

Hatin' on me because I'm Black
Hatin' on me because you're wack
Hatin' on me because you smoke crack
You hatin' on me because I'm on track
You always going to hate if you don't have a stack
They're hatin' on because of what they lack
They're hatin' on because I pack
People just need to stop hatin' and that's a fact
My Hood
By: Rashaun

My hood, a terrifying place
Don’t matter what’s your race
Just know you can catch a case
People, everyday, getting shot in the face
Mothers crying, their kids are dying
Cops all around in my hood
But nowhere else in town
All my friends get locked up
Every night people shoot the block up
Every week something happens
Why can’t we all just get along?
Sing a song, no, we have to settle it
In a fight, that ain’t right!
Each and every corner
Drugs get sold on
Weed and crack money is no good
It’s just fast money
People want to be in my hood
My hood, my hood, my hood,
A terrible place
But it’s my hood, understood?
What Does 'Being Black' Mean To Me?
By: Tyrae

Being black means, from the kings and queens
To the chains and whips
From the African slave ship we went
From the deaths and diseases
To the hills and fields
How the blacks worked hard for a trashy meal
From the Civil War to the Civil Rights
How freedom came and how hard we fight
From the flesh and blood
To the sweat and tears
How my black people survived so many years
Having different rights from black and white
Fights to the black leaders
That died during the fight
And changing so many rights
To Martin to Malcolm to Rosa to Coretta
To Huey to Hampton
To Obama making it better
From the struggles to the fight
From overcoming the heights
My black people are still standing upright
We are strong
We are right
We are powerful, athletic knights
A PUERTO RICO STORY

BY: JESUS

Being Puerto Rican is important to me
Being Puerto Rican means a lot to me
Being Puerto Rican is all about the food
Rice, beans and chicken
Time is a tickin', but I am in here
Being Puerto Rican
In these walls, cold all the time
I think about my family, and what they have gone through
Here alone, nothing but time
I wish I could be at home, and everything would be fine
Everyone around me in here can't relate
Because I'm the only one that speaks Spanish
They look at me and tell me everything
From brushing my teeth to showering at night

No matter where I am
I am always going to be Puerto Rican
They can take my clothes
They can take my shoes
They can take my music
They can take my car
They can take my girl
They can take my jewelry
They can take my phone
They can take my life
But they can't take my race
I am Puerto Rican
Hear it loud
I am proud!
I am Puerto Rican!
Football

By: Rahmeel

Summer, summer, summer
Football season is here
Helmets, gloves, sleeves
Tackle, smash, block
Passing is the key
Win the games, what can it be
It's fourth quarter
Down by four, two yards to go
Run, run, fast! And not too slow
Spin on the first, juke on the right
Run a couple of yards
Then you're out of sight
Touchdown!
Fans are screaming!
Football, football, football
Summer, summer, summer
SNEAKERS

BY: RAHMEEL

They come all different sizes
Red, blue, and white
Take 'em back if too tight
Jordans, Nike's, Reebok
They keep your feet warm
Everyone loves them and then some
You can run in them
Black, white, and orange
You can wear with anything
Sneakers are so great
Who would dare to hate?
YANKEES

BY: JESUS

JETER, A-ROD, TEIXERA
HITTING HOMERUNS EVERY DAY
THEY PLAY, THEY RUN, THEY CATCH
THEY BEAT THE BOSTON RED SOX
THAT’S WHY THEY ARE CONSIDERED THE BEST
Jesus

By: Jesus

Justice
Everything
Serious
Understanding
Save Me
Feelings
By: Alec

How do you feel when you’re locked up
Are you irritated, annoyed or angry?
You feel every emotion in the world
And you can’t even explain it
But when you think about it
What do you really feel?
You’re behind bars and
can’t even say what you’re feeling
If you could turn back the time you would
to see what you were feeling
When you got yourself in here
Feelings are good and bad
It’s the way you use them
Boxing

By: Jesus

Muhammad Ali was the best
With hits to the face & to the chest
He didn’t fear anyone
All his opponents would run
He would knock you out with a punch
And talk about you to your face
It didn’t matter what was your race
He would put you in your place
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

BY: RAHMEEL

Mom and dad always fighting
I jump in, and get hit in the face
I wonder what did I do
To deserve such a taste?
I cry and wonder in tears
What makes people do this?
Is it love or hate?
Can't they just settle it
In a debate, no!
It starts with arguing, then screaming
Fighting, while my sisters are sleeping and dreaming
I'm up, mom throws a punch
It connects and dad's teeth just crunch
Dad chokes her, she's choking, I say stop
I will call a cop, he tosses her, I'm mad
Now I don't like him as a dad
I don't want to be like him, never
But what can I do but fight hard
To not be like mom and dad
Domestic violence
Bad and terrible
We need to stop this in the community
And solve the problems in a better way
Hillbrook
By: Dewayne

I'd rather be here than on the streets
The time I am here I am going to do right
This is my first time here, but I'll never come back
I have learned a lot while kids have been gettin' shot
My hood is a place of respect
People take care of each other
When things get hard
We make the best of it
I will be gone Monday, and if I don't
I will do my time, and never come back
My Hood
By: Rashaun

A shotgun is my alarm clock
I wake up in fear
Don't know what's going to happen
Friends ain't around
Don't know what happened
My hood is dangerous on the streets
Don't know what is going to happen
People getting shot
day by day
Kids killing each other
day by day
Locked Up
By: Rashaun

Children in the cells
Don’t know when I’m getting out
Been lonely since I got locked up
Had to make my own money
Trying to stay alive in the streets
Getting in trouble
Getting shot at
This is my life
THE CORNER
BY: QUINTON

ON MY BLOCK
TRYING TO GET A COUPLE BUCKS
COPS STOPPING ME
TRYING TO GO TO SCHOOL
I TAKE, TO HAVE GREATER THINGS
TRYING NOT TO GET SHOT
MAKE MY PEOPLES HAPPY
TRY TO HAVE A FUTURE
SOMETIMES YOU GOTTA KNUCKLE UP
Hillbrook
By: Rahmeel

Heat
Immediately
Locked up
Love
Broke
Ready
Optimistic
Objects
Kind
THIEF

BY: RASHAUN

BREAKING INTO HOUSE AFTER HOUSE
TAKING OTHER PEOPLE'S STUFF
TAKING THINGS
GETTING SHOT AT
Dying
CAN'T COME BACK
PEOPLE CRYING
CRYING CAN'T STOP THE VIOLENCE
CANDY
BY: RASHAUN

CANDY
CANDY
WHERE'S MY CANDY
SWEET
SWEET
SWEET
MY CANDY
EAT IT ALL
EAT IT ALL
CANDY
CANDY
GET ME SOME CANDY
SELL IT
BUY IT
EAT IT
I MISS

By: Shykeem

I miss my house
I miss my girl
I miss my room
I miss my friends
I miss my mom
I miss my family
I miss unlocked doors
I miss sleeping in
I miss long showers
I miss playing gun games
I miss making out
I miss opened doors
What I miss
The most
Is my family